
AN ANALYSIS OF THE MOVIES OF JOHN HUGHES

They showed us the American high school was a hotbed of class war and identity crisis; they allowed teenagers to be
articulate and sensitive.

I think films are growing up with young people. Hughes knew better. Essays may focus on individual works,
or on recurrent themes throughout his oeuvre. Still, I was taken aback by the scope of the ugliness. Hall shows
that he cares greatly for Ringwald, even though now, as her new friend, he roots for her to get the guy she
wants. That scene stayed, though. This movie is about right now. We were able to initiate change, because we
had such vast numbers. Hughes has been faulted for smoothing over too many rough edges and softening
harsh social and psychological realities. A teenager behind the wheel of an expensive car will crash it. Robert
Singer, this series is dedicated to examining the work of overlooked filmmakers. Completed essays should be
between and words and follow the Chicago endnote referencing style. I pointed out that he had already done a
lot of movies about suburbia, and asked him whether he felt that he should move on as his idols had. And in
later years, John Cusack, a Hughes protege and a native of yet another Chicago suburb, Evanston, would use
his clout to have High Fidelity relocated to the city. Absolutely, positively, it stays in your pants until invited
by someone who is willing and consensually able to invite you to remove it. Just what is it that Sam and Andie
have? We met for coffee, and after we had filled each other in on all the intervening years, I asked her about it.
Northbrook was fictionalised as Shermer in The Breakfast Club and Weird Science, and the films were shot
largely in neighbouring suburbs. Hughes wrote all of them, but for two Pink and Wonderful handed over the
director's reins to Howard Deutch. It is true that while his heroes, most notably Ferris Bueller and the members
of the Breakfast Club, are in conflict with authority, they are also stubborn in their individualism and often
unapologetically materialistic. In Pretty in Pink, Andie's dad is around for significant chunks of running time,
but he's more childlike than his daughter - a vacuum as much as a presence. See also:. No naked shower scene.
The cast of The Breakfast Club. This is a film without villains. I was set to make one more Hughes film, when
I was twenty, but felt that it needed rewriting. Another way Sixteen Candles differed from the sex-comedies: it
was not focused on sex.


